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1. Subject Description: 
This course is a combination of two parts: General English and some scientific and 

academic terms.  In this sense, the former is generally associated with English 

conversation, vocabulary, syntax, reading and listening comprehensions. Also it is 

taken from English Headway Pre- intermediate level. On the other hand, the latter is 

concerned with some scientific words and terms relevant to Mathematics, Physics, 

Engineering, biology and chemistry in which the main focus is given to mathematics.   

 
 

2. Require Background or Experience 
Teaching and learning process is the best way for having experience. I have been 

teaching since 2005 whether at high schools as a lecturer or for two years at Soran 

Technical Institute I taught English as subject. Moreover, last year, I taught English at 

the Faculty of Arts , Soran University. I have been convinced that there are two 

fundamental things which should be taken into consideration in the teaching and 

learning process: 

Course Policies 

 

 Regular attendance is required and absences will affect your grade. 

 There will be no make-up for any type of exam, except in cases where you 

have medical report to excuse your absence. 

 

Attendance & Participation   

 

 Attending all classes with full preparation and active participation is expected. 

 Showing up to class late is unacceptable, and if attendance has already been 

taken students will be marked absent if they show up late.  

 Make sure to contact the Head of the Department if you need to miss class for 

health reasons. It is your responsibility to find out what work you have missed. 

 Showing any impoliteness action towards either teacher or student’s classmate 

is unacceptable.  

 Students must adhere to the rules and regulations of the Soran University.  

 

3. Subject Objective: There are a great number of objectives in teaching the 

course of General English and academic terms. The most significant ones come as 

following:  

 
Course Objectives  

(By the end of the course students should be able to…) : 
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 Understand the English language as it is spoken and used well enough to 

analyze and construct sentences intelligently. 

 Identify basic parts of speech and verb patterns in English. 

 Communicate basic requests, and hold conversations about basic topics 

(interests, places, jobs ,  etc.) 

 Understand the principles of academic writing and some scientific terms and 

their definitions in English and construct an intelligent paragraph/essay. 

 Pay the way for presenting seminars in English. 

 Be familiar with how to communicate in English and write academic writing.  

 

       

 

B. Subject-specific and practical skills: 
  The specific subject is here Mathematics. Thus, the main emphasis is put on English 

as General and academic terms in English. They are required to listen to CDs at home; 

this can be done as homework. Sometimes, students are asked to prepare a report in 

mathematics in which the main focus is given to general English and scientific terms.  

 

4. Text book(s) and Readings:  

 
 :Textbook adopted 

   

John. & Soars, L. (2007). New Headway: Pre-intermediate. Great Clarendon, Oxford. 

 
       This course emphasizes basic grammar and focuses on sentence structure. There 

are 14 units in the book, each one focusing on a particular area of grammar, 

vocabulary, reading, listening, speaking and writing. The material taken from ‘New 

Headway’ – the pre-intermediate level which will often be supplemented by my own 

material where I feel it is more relevant to the topic in question. 

 

5. Student Materials: 

    1. The material taken from ‘New Headway’ the pre-intermediate level which will 

often be supplemented by my own material where I feel it is more relevant to the topic 

in question. 

    2.  Some lectures from scientific books such as mathematics and physics …etc.  

    3. Some handouts by both teacher and students. 

     4. Using presentation via power point, then students can have a copy of the slides. 
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6. Collage Facilities  

   Students can take advantage of the library of the faculty in which every 

scientific book is available for borrowing.   

 

 

 

   

 

7. Subject Outline 

 
The  introduction between teacher and students ,explaining the whole plan  

and objectives of one  year of study for the students by the teacher ; Some 

basic terms of mathematics 

Week1 

Some basic terms of mathematics shown on a PowerPoint in which these 

terms are discussed between teacher and students  with students 

participation expected ; giving homework to students   

Week2 

Reviewing  and checking homework of the previous lecture in five minutes 

, minutes , presenting Present simple tense on a PowerPoint along with 

discussing it with students ; explaining 5 mathematical terms with their 

definitions ; homework  

Week3 

Reviewing the previous lecture in three  minutes , checking homework  for 

5 minutes ; explaining Wh- Questions , Making Negation and question in 

auxiliary verbs , present simple and Present Continuous , , homework ,  

Week4 

Reviewing the previous lecture in five minutes and discussing the lecture 

within group working of students ; explaining 5 new mathematical terms 

and some jobs vocabulary with their definitions on Power Point, listening 

Comprehension to CD , taking notes , homework  

Week5 

A quiz within five minutes , the active and voices in present simple , 

Presents continuous and present Perfect , future simple , some academic 

terms in Physics on Power Point 

Week6 

First Exam from the relevant sections  Week7 
How to write an academic writing , the formal and informal languages , 

Assignment on academic writing about their desire field     
Week 8 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three minutes , 

listening and reading comprehension of the text book , some engineering 

terms with their definitions , checking their assignment   

Week9 

 A quiz within three minutes , some Chemistry terms , listening and 

reading comprehension of the text book , some new vocabulary , linking 

words : however , although , task  

Week10 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three minutes , past 

simple or past continuous, writing a story , homework  
Week 11  

Collocation , hopes and ambitions , some mathematical terms , homework Week12 
Second  Exam  

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three minutes , some 

biological terms , comparative and superlative adjectives  
Week13 

A quiz within 5 minutes , adjective formation , some mathematical terms 

, homework  
Week14 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three minutes , 

reading and listening comprehension , relative clauses , homework  
Week15 
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Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three minutes , 

writing a biography , some mathematical terms , homework  
Week16 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within three , how to 

present a good presentation , assignment  
Week17 

A quiz lecture within  5 minutes , some medical terms , have to or should/ 

must  , job descriptions , homework  
Week18 

Third Exam  

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within , conditional clauses 

, some mathematical terms , preposition + words , listening comprehension  
Week19 

A quiz within 5 minutes , advantages and disadvantage in writing , some 

terms in computer and internet , homework  
Week20 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture , verb patterns : infinitive or 

–ing  , -ed or – ing adjectives ; homework  
Week21 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture , words having more than 

one meaning  , some mathematical terms , modal verbs and their passive 

voices , homework ,  

Week22 

A quiz within 5 minutes , words that sound the same , some mathematical 

terms , homework ,  
Week23 

Words that are often confused , word order , listening and reading 

comprehension , some academic terms in physics , homework  
Week24 

Reviewing  and discussing the previous lecture within 5 minutes , some 

proverbs and idioms in English , further about academic English  
Week25 

Students’ presentations on their desired fields of mathematics  Week26 
Students’ presentations  on their desired fields of mathematics  Week 27 

 

 

8. Instructional Methods: 

    a. Lecture / Discussion sessions 

    b. Questions and Answers 

    c. Homework's and Readings 

    d. Quizzes 

 

9. Evaluation of Outcomes 

    Evaluation will be based on the following: 

 

 

    1
st
 Exam          100% 

    2
nd

Exam          100% 

    3
rd

 Exam         100%  

   --------------------------------- 

     Total               100% 

 

Total marks are : 

 

10. Final Exam Data: 

    Pointed by the examination committee  
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Sample of Questions and Answers. 

 

Some typical question and answers:  

 

 Sample of question and answer: 

A- There are many kinds of solid figures, but the basic types are:  

 

Answer: spheres, prisms, cylinders, pyramids and cones. 

 

B- …makes a negative number positive in which x is written |x|.  

 

Answer: Absolute value  

 

 

C- Choose the most suitable option from the following statements.  

1. He …his family tomorrow morning.  (is visiting , was visited , 

visited , visits ) 

 

Answer: is visiting 

 

2. If students study hard, they … the exam easily. ( pass , will pass , 

passing , will have passed ).  

 

Answer: will pass 

 

 

 

D- 1.Writing: Write a paragraph consisting of 100 words regarding your 

hometown.  

 

Answer: They have to write such a paragraph.  

 

2 . Complete the text with the following linking words ( and , but , 

because , so ). 

My sister and I are very dissimilar , …( 1) ( but ) we get on well together. 

She likes staying at home in the evening  ( 2) ( and)  watching television 

with her boyfriend. ( 3) ( so ) I prefer going out with my friends , ( 4)  

(because) we like to go to swimming.  

 

E- Listening: Fill in the gaps with appropriate words: 

1.An apple a day…. 

 

  Answer: keep the doctor way. 

http://www.mathwords.com/n/negative_number.htm
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2 . The letter which Kate’s father received was from …  

( the USA , the UK , Egypt , Spain ) 

 

  Answer: (Spain )    

 

 


